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Turkey joins forces with old foe Iran to confront Iraqi Kurds

Moving closer.
Turkish
President
Recep Tayyip
Erdogan
(L) speaks
with Iranian
President
Hassan Rohani
during a
joint news
conference
after their
meeting at
the Saadabad
Palace in
Tehran, on
October 4. (AP)
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urkey is seeking a close
bond with Iran, a traditional rival of Ankara in
the Middle East, to increase pressure on the
Iraqi Kurds after their independence referendum in northern Iraq.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, in Tehran for talks with
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei and President Hassan
Rohani, said Turkey and Iran were
united in their opposition to the
Kurdish independence drive in Iraq
and vowed to intensify economic
cooperation with the neighbour to
Turkey’s east.
The demonstration of unity came
eight months after Erdogan accused Tehran of spreading “Persian
nationalism” throughout the Middle East and promised to put a stop
to Iranian meddling in the region.
Predominantly Sunni Turkey and
Shia power Iran are heirs to empires
— the Ottomans and the Persians —
that were regional rivals for centuries. Today, NATO member Turkey
is a close ally of the United States,
while Iran sees Washington as an

enemy. Both countries, however,
have demonstrated a willingness to
cooperate when joint interests allow it. Iran is supplying about 20%
of Turkey’s oil and gas needs and
the two countries are taking Qatar’s
side in the dispute between the
government in Doha and a group of
countries led by Saudi Arabia.
Following the Kurdish vote, Ankara and Tehran showed concern
that their own Kurdish minorities
could become restless. Erdogan
said in Tehran that the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) in Iraq
had to face “decisive steps” after
the referendum. Speaking on the return flight from Iran, the president
said Turkey, Iran and the Iraqi government in Baghdad would decide
jointly to “close the valve” of KRG
oil exports, cutting the main source
of revenue of the Iraqi Kurds.
Turkey and Iran share a perception that the KRG independence
moves could be the result of outside
interference. Erdogan said he saw
the hand of Israel, the only country
in the region that applauded the
Kurdish course for independence.
“A decision made while sitting at
the table with Mossad cannot be
legitimate,” he said, referring to the
Israeli intelligence service. Khamenei said after his talks with Erdogan

in Tehran that “the United States
and foreign powers are untrustworthy and seek to create a new Israel
in the region,” Iran’s Press TV reported.
In a further warning to the Kurds,
Turkish troops and Iraqi soldiers
have conducted military exercises
on the Turkish-Iraqi border. Turkey’s parliament voted to allow a
military intervention in Iraq. The
leader of Turkey’s nationalists,
Devlet Bahceli, said at least 5,000
Turkish volunteers stood ready to
fight in northern Iraq in case the
Turkmen there, an ethnic group
with links to Turkey, were attacked
by Kurds, especially in the multiethnic city of Kirkuk.

Erdogan’s overtures
towards Iran run
counter to a strategic
aim of the United States
in the region following
the KRG referendum.

The tough rhetoric does not necessarily mean that Turkey is ready
to send troops into Kurdish cities
in northern Iraq, said Michael Rubin, a former Pentagon official who
works for the American Enterprise
Institute. “Erdogan’s threats don’t
always match up to reality,” Rubin
said via e-mail. “The point is that no
military intervention is really going
to matter unless Turkish troops are
willing to enter Iraqi Kurdish cities
and neither the Kurds nor Baghdad
will allow that.”
Still, Erdogan keeps piling pressure on the Iraqi Kurds. During his
visit to Tehran, the Turkish leader
reminded the KRG that it was surrounded by powers opposed to a
Kurdish state: Turkey in the north,
Iran in the east, the central Iraqi
government in the south and Syria
to the west.
The Turkish-Iranian rapprochement comes at a time of increasing
friction between Ankara and the
West. A Turkish plan to buy a Russian missile defence system stoked
concerns in Western capitals that
Ankara is turning away from its
NATO allies. The United States and
Turkey are also at odds over Washington’s support for Syria’s Kurds in
the fight against the Islamic State
(ISIS). The arrest of a Turkish staff

member of the US consulate in Istanbul on October 4 raised tensions
further. The US Embassy in Ankara
said it was “deeply disturbed” by
the move.
Erdogan’s overtures towards Iran
run counter to a strategic aim of the
United States in the region following the KRG referendum. America’s
prime concern is that the Kurdish
vote could weaken the fight against
ISIS and efforts to limit Iranian influence in the region. “We hope for
a unified Iraq to annihilate ISIS and
certainly a unified Iraq to push back
on Iran,” White House spokeswoman Sarah Huckabee Sanders said.
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has talked with representatives of the KRG and the central
Iraqi government to try to ease tensions, the department said after the
referendum. “We’re friends with
the Kurds. We are friends with the
central government of Iraq,” State
Department spokeswoman Heather
Nauert said before the vote. “The
United States, if asked, would be
willing to help facilitate a conversation between the two but I want to
be clear about that: If asked.”
Thomas Seibert is a Washington correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Turkey snuffs out the freedom to speak

Yavuz Baydar

is a Turkish journalist and regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

The academics’
lawyers say that
individual
sentences rather
than group
indictment are
meant to prevent
joint protest
action.

S

ahin Alpay, 73, has been
in prison for more than
14 months. He is one of
thousands of Turkish
intellectuals accused
of aiding and abetting
terrorism in some way or of trying
to overthrow the government. Just
days ago, Alpay, a columnist for
Zaman, a daily closed by the Turkish government after the July 2016
coup attempt, managed to send a
letter to the outside world.
He wrote that he supported
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s Justice and Development Party (AKP) government “as
long as it was the carrier of the EU
reform process.” He said he “began
criticising it when it switched
course.”
“I had always believed that
the free speech in Turkey had
been under the guarantee of the
constitution and European Court
of Human Rights. How wrong I

was,” Alpay wrote.
Alpay could be said to symbolise
the indiscriminate oppression that
has increasingly become the norm
in Turkey. Like many Turkish
columnists, he wore two hats. He’s
a political scientist and a journalist. He is one of those charged
with multiple “crimes” and the
prosecutor has asked that Alpay be
sentenced to several lifetimes in
prison.
In the 14 months since the failed
coup, three professions that might
be considered key to the healthy
functioning of a democracy are in
the firing line: Lawyers, academics
and journalists. It’s not clear if or
when the tsunami of indictments
and arrests will abate.
A day after Alpay sent his letter,
approximately 1,500 academics in
Turkish and international universities were accused of “terror propaganda.” Each faces up to five years
in prison. As a group, they stand

to serve between 5,680 and 8,460
years in solitary confinement.
Absurd? Yes. Shocking? To
observers, the irrational is the new
norm in Turkey.
Months before the coup attempt,
1,128 scholars from 89 universities in Turkey were joined by
355 colleagues from abroad in a
protest against the end of peace
talks with the Kurdistan Workers’
Party (PKK). They called for a swift
return to negotiations to end the
armed conflict.
After the coup attempt, within a
couple of months of the announcement of a state of emergency,
small groups of academics at a
time were arrested and charged
with “promoting terror.” Soon
enough, they were being sacked by
decree.
Then, there was a period of
silence on the part of the state.
Many scholars — a mix of secular,
liberal, left-wing and reformist

thinkers — started to believe that
reason had made a comeback. It
proved to be a false hope.
More than a year after the coup
attempt, the judiciary, which is
controlled by the political executive, seems to have decided on a
pattern of charges. Every academic
individually faces a harsh sentence. The academics’ lawyers say
that individual sentences rather
than group indictment are meant
to prevent joint protest action.
Even so, the development
is bound to cause ructions in
academic circles abroad. Turkish
academics who left to take up jobs
abroad or simply fled their country
make up an articulate bloc that can
call for an international boycott of
Turkish universities.
Ever darker clouds gather over
Turkey. It has become a case study
of the difficulties of fighting for
the most fundamental of rights —
freedom.

